
The Hunger Game Society: 
Time To Step Up And Not Get 

Left Behind 

“Quarantine is a blessing that you cannot leave your 

home. It forces us to make our homes safe and clean; 

your place of worship; and a place of study. We have 

much that we can do when we are forced,  Allah will 

absolutely take us through. We will love each other 

better, stronger; [We will be] wiser and…united.” - 

Minister Farrakhan  
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Pray  

Gratitude - it makes what you 
have enough and attracts more 
goodness into your life. You 
are blessed to be alive. In 
order to achieve your dreams 
you need to believe in it; 
gratitude allows you to believe 
in your dreams and visions 
which eventually allow you to 
reach your full potential. 

Prepare  

Whether you want to get in 
better shape or start a 
business, know your top goals 
and start prioritizing bite-size 
improvements today by 
planning your day/week 
around them. 

Perfect 

Small wins build your 
confidence and build you up 
to have more success – look for 
more ways to celebrate 
accomplishments, check em 
off as completed, and do it 
again tomorrow, that’s perfect.

REAL RAP REVIEW 
Pray | Prepare | Perfect 



  “ Levels Of Discipline, Get Creative” 

 Peace Family!!! Whats going on I pray all is  well,  I hope everybody's 

in good health.   Disclaimer: I'm writing this hoping to inspire and give 

confidence to those who like myself  can sense a see that the times we're 

living in are dark and getting darker by the minute.  Like the saying goes 

"theres always light at the end of the tunnel" and I believe that, more 

importantly I know that.  Now, I do have my opinions and thoughts about 

what’s currently going on in the world but I feel like I can bring more value if 

I share my perspective on solutions and how we can benefit moving 

forward.  Identify, Plan, Research, Create, Help... Five basic levels of 

discipline, and there’s level to that but this has been my formula to 

creating the world in which I want to live in.  The best thing you can do is 

invest in yourself, believe it or not you have value but thats a conversation 

for another time God willing.  In the meantime get creative, figure out what 

your talents are, study and sharpen your skills, present it to the world and 

make an impact, wash and repeat.  Think about your moves and plan 

ahead then find a way to unite with others who’s like-minded and push it 

forward.  All in all it’s a good time to be alive its our time, stay on your 

grind, stay alert watch the weather and lets get it. Peace… 
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